When he was 14, however, the chance to celebrate in Greece caused him to realize that the Greeks did something special on October 28, 1940. Metaxas, a Greek politician, decided to give him that opportunity. After the war, Metaxas was still in office, and the Greek resistance had been recognized by the international community. That recognition prompted a call to arms, and the “Marchal Plan” and the grants of the “liberated Liberty Ships” helped the Greek merchant fleet. Malamos was part of the team led by Nikos Georgakos who rebuilt the Greek merchant fleet. He also worked to help young Greeks who were part of the new generation of SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) and supervised the construction of the “Marchal Plan” and the grants of the “liberated Liberty Ships”.

Greek Malamous
Living the full Diaspora experience, Greek school, and he led the effort to build the AHEPA Storming Daphne #296 senior citizens complex. “I want to apply the same principles three times,” he said, but his plan was not over – he also made substantial financial contributions and performed the construction every day after work.

AHEPA Iliou Pilos presents events throughout the year about OXI Day, the Greek Orthodoxy, etc. – ‘OXI Day’ was part of his life, but first his grandfather immigrated to America to help Greece through the war, Greece was devastated, but the Americans recognized what the heroism in Greece was about. By the time I was 17 I read some books about the heroism of the people in Greece, constituting a significant contribution to the struggle. Mike Manatos, Executive Director

The Greeks’ actions compelled the likes of Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston Churchill to help. The commemoration of Oxi Day should never lose its luster, because money is not everything. The pride and reverence generated by his ‘OXI Day’ enlightment, and the sacrifices of those Hellenes before him for Greece, his希腊 is proud that Chapter 296 restored the parish’s Greek structure from a different perspective, and to benefit from American life, and AHEPA was a powerful director of Greece-America Relations for Greece.
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The Meaning of ‘OXI Day’ – Remember the Heroes, Continue the Struggle

By Constantine S. Grigoriou

George Malamos and his nie- ten and two brothers are and generation Greek-Americans. He teaches French, Italian, his grandfather immigrated to America in 1904.
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On the 28th of October 1940, Greece was given three hours to decide between war and peace. But even if a three day, three week or a three year deadline was given, Greece’s response would have been the same. The Greeks taught dignity throughout the centuries. When the entire world had lost all hope, the Greek people dared to question the invincibility of the German monster and raised against it the proud spirit of freedom.

Franklin D. Roosevelt, US President 1933 - 1945
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Oxi Day: What It Means to Me

By Stavros Stavridis

This article is based on an oral history interview held by the author three years ago. It has been adapted and expanded to reflect the recent events leading up to Oxi Day.

On October 28, 2019, a day that is steeped in history and a symbol of the Greek people's resistance against occupation, Greeks around the world will commemorate Oxi Day. This day marks the 76th anniversary of the Greek people's historic response to the Axis forces' demand to accept the occupation of Greece.

The event began on October 28, 1940, when Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas, responding to the German military's threat to invade Greece, defiantly declared: "No" to the Axis' demands.

The spirit of Oxi Day is one of pride, unity, and determination. It is a day to remember the courage and resilience of the Greek people who stood firm against the Axis occupiers.

Oxi Day is a day to reflect on the values that underpin Greek culture and society. It celebrates the spirit of resistance and the determination to defend one's homeland. It is a day to honor the memory of those who sacrificed their lives in the struggle for freedom.

As we commemorate Oxi Day, let us remember the lessons of the past and be inspired by the resilience of the Greek people. Let us stand together to defend our values and our way of life. Let us celebrate Oxi Day with pride and dignity.
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Nicolas Kaldis holds a Master's degree in National Security Studies and is a Fellow at the National Defense University's School of International Service. He is also a Professor at Saint Louis University's John M. Passanante School of International Service and the Adjunct Professor of International Finance at the Paul Laxalt School, George Mason University.
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American Hellenic Educational Progressive Association,
preserving Hellenism since 1922.
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Pappas, Sarbanes, Bilirakis Introduce “Oxi Day” Resolution to Honor the Heroic Greek People during World War II

TNI Staff

WASHINGTON, D.C. – Rep. Andy Allsbrooks, John Sarbanes, and Louie Gohmert, members of the Greek-American Caucus, introduced a resolution on October 28, 2019 honoring the Greek people for their contributions to the Allied win in World War II. The resolution, introduced by Rep. Allsbrooks, was co-sponsored by Reps. Sarbanes and Gohmert.

The resolution highlights the role of the Greeks in the war, stating: “The heroic actions of the Greek people during World War II, including their defense of their nation against Nazi Germany, played a vital role in the Allied victory.” The resolution also recognizes the contributions of Greek Americans to the Allied war effort, stating: “Greek Americans, many of whom served with valor in the U.S. Armed Forces, made significant contributions to the Allied cause.”

The resolution calls on Congress to honor the Greek people and their contributions to the Allied victory by passing the resolution. It also encourages the Greek government to recognize the contributions of Greek Americans to the Allied war effort.

The resolution is supported by a bipartisan group of Members of Congress, including Rep. Steve Scalise, Chair of the House Republican Conference; Rep. Dan Kildee, Chair of the House Democratic Caucus; and Rep. Louie Gohmert, Chair of the House Freedom Caucus. The resolution will be considered by the House of Representatives at a future date.

The resolution is a step towards recognizing the contributions of the Greek people and their descendants to the Allied victory in World War II. It also highlights the importance of commemorating the role of Greek Americans in the war effort.

Alex Spanos (Posthumously) among the Honorees at Washington Oxi Day Celebration

TNI Staff

WASHINGTON, D.C. – The Greek-Cypriot hero Alexander Spanos, who served during World War II, was posthumously honored at the 2019 Washington Oxi Day Celebration. Spanos, who served in the U.S. Air Force during the war, was recognized for his contributions to the Allied cause.

Spanos was presented with the National Hellenic Victory Award, which is given to individuals who have made significant contributions to the Greek-American community. The award was presented by the National Hellenic Museum, which is located in Washington, D.C.

Spanos was a member of the 369th Infantry Regiment, which was known as the “Harlem Hellfighters.” The regiment was made up of African-American soldiers who fought in World War II. Spanos served in the European Theater of Operations, where he earned several medals for his service.

After the war, Spanos returned to his family’s business in Stockton, California, where he helped his father run the business. Spanos passed away in 2009, and his family has continued to operate the business since his death.

The Washington Oxi Day Celebration is held each year to commemorate the Greek resistance against the Axis Powers during World War II. The celebration includes a variety of events, including a wreath-laying ceremony at The Tomb of the Unknowns, a concert featuring Greek music, and a parade commemorating the Greek resistance.

The event celebrates the heroism of the Greek people and their contributions to the Allied victory during World War II. It also recognizes the contributions of Greek Americans to the war effort and highlights the importance of commemorating the role of Greek Americans in the war.

The Washington Oxi Day Celebration is supported by a bipartisan group of Members of Congress, including Rep. Steve Scalise, Chair of the House Republican Conference; Rep. Dan Kildee, Chair of the House Democratic Caucus; and Rep. Louie Gohmert, Chair of the House Freedom Caucus. The celebration will be held at the National Hellenic Museum in Washington, D.C.

The event is open to the public, and attendees are encouraged to participate in the festivities and remember the contributions of the Greek people and their descendants to the Allied victory.

The Washington Oxi Day Celebration is a way to honor the heroism of the Greek people and their descendants to the Allied victory during World War II. It also recognizes the contributions of Greek Americans to the war effort and highlights the importance of commemorating the role of Greek Americans in the war.

The event is supported by a bipartisan group of Members of Congress, including Rep. Steve Scalise, Chair of the House Republican Conference; Rep. Dan Kildee, Chair of the House Democratic Caucus; and Rep. Louie Gohmert, Chair of the House Freedom Caucus. The celebration will be held at the National Hellenic Museum in Washington, D.C.

The event is open to the public, and attendees are encouraged to participate in the festivities and remember the contributions of the Greek people and their descendants to the Allied victory.

The event is supported by a bipartisan group of Members of Congress, including Rep. Steve Scalise, Chair of the House Republican Conference; Rep. Dan Kildee, Chair of the House Democratic Caucus; and Rep. Louie Gohmert, Chair of the House Freedom Caucus. The celebration will be held at the National Hellenic Museum in Washington, D.C.

The event is open to the public, and attendees are encouraged to participate in the festivities and remember the contributions of the Greek people and their descendants to the Allied victory.
We proudly celebrate "OXI DAY"
ΖΗΤΩ Η 28η OKΤΩΒΡΙΟΥ 1940

Whether you’re showing an office in Midtown Manhattan or renovating a Brooklyn brownstone, with United Metro Energy, you and your clients can easily enjoy the benefits of clean, green biofuel: near-zero emissions, ultra-high efficiency, and tax credits of up to 20 cents on the gallon. Plus, you’ll give tenants the peace of mind that comes from 24/7 service backed by 70+ years’ experience. We also perform licensed boiler inspections and fuel conversions. For all this and more, call 1-888-BIO-HEAT.

NOW, GET A QUOTE FROM THE LARGEST SUPPLIER OF HEATING OIL IN NYC. CALL 1-888-BIO-HEAT (246-4328)

Call: 1-888-BIO-HEAT UnitedMetroEnergy.com
BIOFUEL • HEATING OIL • NATURAL GAS • INSTALLATIONS • MAINTENANCE

The largest supplier of heating oil and motor fuels in the NYC Metropolitan Area.
Providing the most Comprehensive Fertility Care in NYC.

Using The Most Modern Technology To Help You Achieve Your Family Goals.

With over 30 years of experience, we use our leading-edge technology and custom treatment plans to bring you closer to the family of your dreams.

- Customized care plans based on your individual fertility needs
- Laparoscopic, hysteroscopic, robotic, & microsurgical procedures
- In vitro fertilization (IVF) • Egg freezing for fertility preservation
- Embryo biopsy & genetic testing • Family balancing (gender selection)
- Egg donor program • Recurrent pregnancy loss

Build the family of your dreams today by visiting us at

www.kofinasfertility.com

LOWER MANHATTAN | 65 BROADWAY 14TH FLOOR | 212.348.4000
UPPER WEST SIDE | 55 CENTRAL PARK WEST | 212.807.7000
BROOKLYN | 118 3RD AVENUE | 718.243.1600
STATEN ISLAND | 4055 HYLAN BLVD | 718.356.4000